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Abstract: Motivated by the holographic prescriptions for computing entanglement en-
tropy and complexity, we study the properties of volumes/areas of bulk surfaces. We
obtain a simple formula for the shape dependence of holographic entanglement entropy in
terms of a certain integral over the entangling surface. This easily generalizes to any bulk
codimension-p extremal surface. We study additional properties of bulk codimension-p ex-
tremal surfaces corresponding to strip/plane ”entangling surfaces” in various geometries.
We compute universal terms for codim-one volumes (conjectured to be dual to holographic
subregion complexity) arising from performing relevant deformations. Finally, we describe
several interesting bulk surface constructions which are presumably related to holographic
complexity.
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1 Introduction
Extremal bulk surfaces play a major role in the gauge-gravity duality. They provide gauge
invariant bulk duals for boundary quantities such as entanglement entropy [1–5], Wilson
loops [6, 7], correlation functions, quantum complexity [8–16], and OPE blocks [17, 18].
Extremal surfaces are useful as bulk probes and bulk reconstruction, and as probes of
black hole interiors. For codimension-2 surfaces the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [1, 2] gives
the entanglement entropy:
SA =
Area(γA)
4G
(1.1)
where G is the gravitational constant, and γA is the minimal surface attached on the
boundary to the entangling surface ∂A. Another example is the volume of a codim-one
maximal bulk surface anchored on the boundary at time t [10–16]:
V =
V ol(Σ)
`G
(1.2)
where ` is some unspecified length scale put in order to make V dimensionless. This volume
was conjectured to give the quantum complexity of the boundary state. Fig 1 illustrates
the codim-1 and codim-2 extremal surfaces.
It is thus of interest to study the properties of volumes of codim-p bulk extremal
surfaces. In computing Areas/volumes of bulk extremal surfaces, it is very often useful
to consider small perturbations around a simple setup. One can perturb the state of the
QFT, or perform a relevant perturbation, or perturb the entangling surface. In the bulk
these correspond to perturbing the metric, adding a bulk scalar field, and changing the
boundary condition of the extremal surface. In this note we derive various results by
considering deformations of bulk extremal surfaces.
In section 2 we obtain a simple formula for the change in the holographic entangle-
ment entropy after a perturbation to the entangling surface. The result will be written
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Figure 1. Left: Illustration of the codim-two Ryu-Takayanagi surface for s strip entangling surface,
and it’s interior volume. Right: Illustration of a codim-1 maximal surface in the double sided black
hole geometry.
as an integral over the entangling surface on the boundary. In section 3 we study proper-
ties of volumes of bulk codimension-p extremal surfaces: their thermal behavior, behavior
in confining geometries, and shape dependence. We compute universal terms obtained
after performing relevant deformations on codim-p surfaces, and codim-one volumes con-
tained inside RT surfaces. We also compute the time dependence of codim-p surfaces in
a thermofield-double state. In section 4 we discuss holographic subregion complexity, and
several other interesting bulk constructions.
2 Shape dependence of Holographic Entanglement Entropy
For notational simplicity in this section we consider holographic entanglement entropy, i.e
a codim-two surface. However the results of this section can be trivially extended for any
codim-p extremal bulk surface. We follow upon the ideas in [19–21], see also [22–34] for
more on shape dependence of entanglement entropy. The entanglement entropy for a CFTd
has the following structure of divergences:
S = cd−2
Rd−2
δd−2
+ cd−4
Rd−4
δd−4
+ . . .+
{
c1
R
δ + (−1)
d−1
2 S(univ) , d = odd
c2
R2
δ2
+ (−1) d−22 S(univ) log(Rδ ) , d = even
}
(2.1)
here δ is the UV cutoff, and R is the size of the entangling region. The leading divergence
is proportional to the area of the entangling surface, and universal terms are denoted as
S(univ).
A simple Formula
We will obtain a simple formula for the change in the holographic entanglement entropy
dS
d , as a result of a perturbation of the entangling surface proportional to . We start with
the holographic entanglement entropy, given by the area of the Ryu-Takayanagi surface:
S =
∫ zmax
δ
dz
∫
dd−2yi L(z, r, yi) , where L(z, r, yi) ≡
√−gind (2.2)
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Figure 2. Showing an example of a perturbation of a circle entangling surface r(φ) = 1 +

∑
n an cos(nφ). Left: A Perturbation that doesn’t change the average radius of the sphere.
Right: A Perturbation which does change the average radius of the sphere.
where z is the bulk coordinate, zmax is the deepest point of the bulk surface, and δ is the
UV cutoff (for more details see [19]). The corresponding bulk equation of motion (EOM)
is:
∂L
∂r
− d
dz
∂L
∂(∂zr)
−
∑
i
d
dyi
∂L
∂(∂yir)
= 0 (2.3)
Now, consider an entangling surface parametrized with the coordinates (t, yi,r¯) as
follows:
r¯(yi) = r¯0(yi) (2.4)
where r¯0(yi) is a function of yi (where i = 1 . . . , d − 2) which are coordinates on the
entangling surface, and the entangling surface sits at t = 0. The entangling surface r¯0(yi)
has a corresponding entanglement entropy denoted by S0. Now we perturb the shape of
the entangling surface, see e.g Fig. 2:
r¯(yi, ) = r¯0(yi) + r¯1(yi) (2.5)
where r¯1(yi) is an arbitrary smooth function of yi. The corresponding bulk minimal surface
and entanglement entropy will change, and both will be a function of . If  is small, then
we can write the bulk surface as:
r(z, yi, ) = r0(z, yi) + r1(z, yi) + 
2r2(z, yi) + . . . (2.6)
and the corresponding entanglement entropy:
S() = S0 + S1+ S2
2 + . . . (2.7)
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One can then calculate the coefficients S1, S2, etc. If the initial entangling surface has a
rotational or translational symmetry, then the 1st order correction is S1 = 0 for any QFT
[19]. The 2nd order correction S2 was calculated for holographic CFTs with a sphere or
plane entangling surface [19–21].
Acting with a derivative dd on both sides of the EE in Eq. 2.2 we get:
dS
d
=
∫ zmax
δ
dz
∫
dd−2yi
dL(z, r, yi)
d
(2.8)
where we used the fact that the contribution from the derivatives of integration limits
vanishes. We can manipulate Eq. 2.8 by using the equation of motion Eq. 2.3, and we
obtain the very simple formula:
dS()
d
=
∫
∂M
dd−2yi
dr(z, yi)
d
∂L()
∂(∂zr)
∣∣∣∣
z=δ
(2.9)
where the right hand side is evaluated at the cutoff surface z = δ. We have thus expressed
dS()
d as an integral over the entangling surface. Thus for any deformation of an arbitrary
entangling surface, we can find the change in the entanglement entropy as:
S()− S0 =
∫ 
0
d˜
dS(˜)
d˜
=
∫ 
0
d˜
∫
∂M
dd−2yi
dr(z, yi)
d˜
∂L(˜)
∂(∂zr)
∣∣∣∣
z=δ
(2.10)
For the purpose of extracting the universal log divergence, Eq. 2.9 simplifies further:
dS()
d
=
∫
∂M
dd−2yi r¯1(yi)
∂L()
∂(∂zr)
∣∣∣∣
z=δ
(2.11)
where r¯1(yi) is given by Eq. 2.5. We show this in the following subsection.
Example: The universal log divergence
In this section we will compute the universal log divergence from Eq. (2.9) in terms of
coefficients in the Fefferman-Graham expansion [35, 36]. Lets work in spherical coordinates
where yi → Ωd−2 are the angles. The holographic EE Eq. (2.2) is:
S =
∫
dzdΩd−2 L(z, r,Ωd−2) (2.12)
Let us for simplicity consider the pure AdS metric:
ds2 =
1
z2
[
dz2 + (dr2 + r2dΩ2d−2)
]
(2.13)
Calculating the induced metric gives:
L(z, r,Ωd−2) ≡
√−g = r
d−2
zd−1
√
1 + (∂zr)2 +
1
r2
(∂Ωd−2r)
2
]
(2.14)
Taking the derivative of this (and multiplying by drd ), we get:
dr
d
∂L
∂(∂zr)
=
dr
d
rd−2∂zr
zd−1
√
1 + (∂zr)2 +
1
r2
(∂Ωd−2r)
2
(2.15)
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Now we want to extract the log divergence of this formula, in order to plug into Eq. (2.9).
To accomplish this, let us expand the bulk surface near the boundary:
r(z,Ωd−2) = b(0) + b(2)z2 + . . .+ b(d)zd + b˜(d)zd log z + . . . (2.16)
where all the b’s are functions of Ωd−2. Note that we are working in even dimensions where
there is a log term.
The boundary condition at z → 0 requires that the bulk surface Eq. (2.16) matches
the entangling surface Eq. (2.5), therefore:
r(z = 0,Ωd−2) = r¯(Ωd−2) → b(0) = r¯0(Ωd−2) + r¯1(Ωd−2) (2.17)
Now we plug Eq. (2.16) in Eq. (2.15), and take the z → 0 limit, and then extract the
log(z) term, and get:
dr
d
∂L
∂(∂zr)
∣∣∣∣
log z, z→δ
= r¯1
d(b(0))d−2b˜(d)√
1 + 1
(b(0))2
(∂Ωd−2b
(0))2
log(δ−1) (2.18)
From Eq. 2.9 we then have:
dS()
d
∣∣∣
log
= log(δ−1)
∫
∂M
dd−2yi r¯1
d(b(0))d−2b˜(d)√
1 + 1
(b(0))2
(∂Ωd−2b
(0))2
(2.19)
In fact this result is true also for an asymptotically AdS metric.
Thus Sn depends on b˜
(d), the log term in the FG expansion Eq. (2.16), which is
independent of the state of the theory, as in [37]. This log coefficient is determined by the
lower order coefficients in the FG expansion (what [37] call the ”fixed boundary data”).
3 Holography of codim-p surfaces
The entanglement entropy is defined for a codim-two entangling surface. Similarly, one can
consider a codim-p ”entangling surface” on the boundary, and find the corresponding bulk
minimal surface attached to it, see also [38–42]. The divergent structure of the area of a
bulk minimal codim-p surface in d-dimensions is:
Sp = cd−p
Rd−p
δd−p
+ cd−p−2
Rd−p−2
δd−p−2
+ . . .+
{
c1
R
δ + (−1)
d−1
2 S
(univ)
p , d− p = odd
c2
R2
δ2
+ (−1) d−22 S(univ)p log(Rδ ) , d− p = even
}
(3.1)
Eq. 2.1 is the special case of p = 2.
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Codim-p Strips
We consider in this section a codim-p strip of width l and length L on the boundary of an
asymptotically AdS background, and compute the area of the corresponding bulk minimal
surface. The translational symmetry of the strip allows to integrate the bulk equation of
motion, just as for the codim-two case. Consider the metric:
ds2 =
L2AdS
z2
[
− f0(z)dt2 + f1(z)dx2µ + f2(z)dz2
]
(3.2)
The area of the bulk minimal surface is:
Sp(z∗) =
2Ld−p+1AdS L
d−p
4GN
∫ l/2
0
dx
f
d−p
2
1
zd+1−p
√
f1(z) + f2(z)(∂xz)2
=
Ld−p+1AdS L
d−p
2GN
∫ z∗
δ
dz
zd+1−p
√
f2f
d−p
1√
1− f
d+1−p
1 (z∗)z2(d+1−p)
fd+1−p1 (z)z
2(d+1−p)
∗
(3.3)
The equation of motion is:
∂xz = ∓
√
f1
f2
√√√√ fd+1−p1 (z)z2(d+1−p)∗
fd+1−p1 (z∗)z2(d+1−p)
− 1 ⇒ x1(z) =
∫ z∗
z
dZ
√
f2(Z)
f1(Z)√
fd+1−p1 (Z)z
2(d+1−p)
∗
fd+1−p1 (z∗)Z2(d+1−p)
− 1
(3.4)
The solution x1(z) is computed as a one-dimensional integral. From Eq. 3.4 we have:
l(z∗) = 2
∫ z∗
δ
dz
√
f2(z)
f1(z)√
fd+1−p1 (z)z
2(d+1−p)
∗
fd+1−p1 (z∗)z2(d+1−p)
− 1
(3.5)
There is also a “disconnected” solution corresponding to z∗ →∞, which gives:
S(dis.)p (z∗) =
Ld−p+1AdS L
d−p
2GN
∫ z0
δ
dz
√
f2f
d−p
1
z2(d+1−p)
(3.6)
We now show some explicit examples.
Examples
• AdS Background
For an AdSd+1 geometry:
ds2 =
L2AdS
z2
(
dz2 + dx2µ
)
(3.7)
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Eqs. 3.3 and 3.5 give:
Sp = c0
Ld−p
δd−p
+ c1
Ld−p
ld−p
(3.8)
The finite term has an inverse power law 1
ld−p . For p = 2 this gives the familiar term
for the holographic entanglement entropy.
• Confining backgrounds
Consider a confining geometry with metric:
ds2 =
L2AdS
z2
( dz2
1− zd
zdH
+ dxµdx
µ
)
+
L2AdS
z2
(
1− z
d
zdH
)
dx2c (3.9)
We can use Eqs. 3.3 and 3.5 to plot the dependence of Sp on the strip length. One
has a “phase transition” between the connected and disconnected minimal surfaces,
very similar to the case of holographic entanglement entropy [43–45]. As an example,
we show in Figure 3-Left the plots for the background AdS8 compactified on a circle,
for the cases p = 2, 3, 4, 5. The behavior is qualitatively similar to that of holographic
entanglement entropy.
We also note that the analysis of [45] can be repeated for multiple codim-p entangling
surface surfaces.
Out[431]=
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l
-0.06
-0.04
-0.02
0.02
0.04
Sp
Out[449]=
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 l
-1.0
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
Sp
Figure 3. Area of codim-p extremal surface as a function of the strip width l. Curves from left
to right correspond to p = 2, p = 3, p = 4, p = 5. Left: AdS8 compactified on a circle. Right:
AdS8 black hole.
• Black hole background
We do a similar analysis for an AdS black hole geometry with a planar boundary
ds2 = −L
2
AdS
z2
(
1− z
d
zdH
)
dt2 +
L2AdS
z2
( dz2
1− zd
zdH
+ dxidx
i
)
(3.10)
We plot Sp as a function of l (with constant temperature). We show the plots in
Figure 3-Right for an AdS8 black hole, for the cases p = 2, 3, 4, 5. The behavior is
qualitatively similar to that of holographic entanglement entropy.
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More generally, we note that the 1st order change in the area of an extremal codim-p
surface after a perturbation to the state can be computed from the formula (see e.g
[46, 47]):
δSp =
1
4GN
1
2
∫
dd−p+1σ
√
g0g
ab
0 δgab (3.11)
where δgab is the perturbation to the bulk metric, g
ab
0 is the unperturbed metric, and
the integration is over the unperturbed minimal surface.
• Shape dependence
In [19] the shape dependence of entanglement entropy was studied, and it was shown
via a symmetry argument that entangling surfaces with a rotational or translational
symmetry are an extremum with respect to perturbations of the entangling surface.
The same argument carries over for extremal bulk codim-p surfaces, and we refer the
reader to [19–21] for more details.
Now we consider the 2nd order correction for a codim-p plane entangling surface and
an AdSd+1 background (we consider the case when d and p are even.). The correction
to the bulk minimal surface obtained by solving the 1st order bulk equations (see [19]
for the p = 2 case):
∂2zx
(1)
{ni} −
d+ 1− p
z
∂zx
(1)
{ni} − n˜
2x
(1)
{ni} = 0 (3.12)
with the solution:
x
(1)
{ni}(z) =
1
N z
d+2−p
2 K d+2−p
2
(n˜z) (3.13)
whereK is a Bessel function, and the normalization constant isN = 2 d+2−p2 −1(d−p2 )!n˜−
d+2−p
2 .
Using this solution, the 2nd order correction to the universal log divergence for the
codim-p bulk minimal surface is:
S(2)p =
pi
d−p
2 (d+ 1− p)
2d−pΓ(d+ 4− p)(d+2−p2 − 1)!
CTL
d−p
∞∑
{nj}
n˜d+2−pa2{nj}
(3.14)
Since the above expression is positive, we have proved that a plane is a minimum for
Einstein gravity in the bulk.
Relevant deformations
Here we study the behavior of codim-p (and more specifically codim-1) volumes under
relevant deformations, and extract universal terms. Consider deforming the boundary
theory with a relevant operator i.e. an operator with conformal dimension ∆ < d. In
– 8 –
the case of entanglement entropy, this gives rise to new universal logarithmic contributions
which involve the mass scale of deformation [37, 48], see also [23–26, 49, 50]. Following a
similar analysis, we will will find universal logarithmic contributions for the codim-p volume
(Recall e.g that the codim-1 case was conjectured to be dual to quantum complexity).
From the AdS/CFT dictionary, introducing a relevant scalar deformation in the bound-
ary theory corresponds to turning on a scalar field in the bulk. The action is then given
by [37]:
I =
1
2ld−1P
∫
dd+1x
√−G
[
R− 1
2
(∂Φ)2 − U(Φ)
]
(3.15)
where U(Φ) is a potential term that could contain a mass term as well as interaction terms.
There are two independent asymptotic solutions of the form
Φ ' ρ∆−/2φ(0) + ρ∆+/2φ(1) (3.16)
with
∆± =
d
2
±
√
d2
4
+m2 L2AdS (3.17)
This can be obtained using the scalar equation of motion in AdS. In order to have a
relevant deformation, we must have m2 < 0. Now, one allows back-reaction of the scalar
field and solves the Einstein equation and scalar wave equation simultaneously. The EOMs
are:
Rµν =
1
2
∂µΦ∂νΦ +
1
d− 1Gµν U(Φ) (3.18)
and
1√−G∂µ
(√−GGµν∂νΦ)− δU
δΦ
= 0 (3.19)
Solving this order by order, one gets a series solution for gij(x
i, ρ) and Φ(xi, ρ). In this
way, [37] obtained corrections to the entanglement entropy, and extracted new universal
log terms. We perform a similar analysis to extract universal log terms for the codim-p
volume.
A logarithmic term arises for specific values of ∆−. This, in turn implies a condition
on the conformal dimension of the deforming operator ∆+ = d−∆−. We also have:
φ(0)
L
d−∆+
AdS
= λµd−∆+ (3.20)
where λ is a dimensionless parameter.
• Flat boundary example
Let us consider a simple example with a flat boundary. Following [37], the metric is
given by
ds2 =
L2AdS
z2
(
dz2 + f(z)dx2i
)
(3.21)
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Solving the Einstein equation and scalar wave equation, [37] obtained a series solution
of the form
f(z) = 1 +
∑
k=2
ak (φ
(0) (z/LAdS)
∆−)k, (3.22)
Φ(z) = φ(0) (z/LAdS)
∆− +
∑
k=2
bk (φ
(0) (z/LAdS)
∆−)k (3.23)
where all the coefficients ak, bk have been worked out to k = 5 [37]. We choose a flat
slice on the boundary, and compute the extremal volume corresponding to a codim-p
plane of width L:
V =
Ld−p+1AdS L
d−p
GN
∫
δ
dz
f
d−p
2
zd+1−p
(3.24)
From the series expansion for f(z), we can identify that a logarithmic contribution
would arise when ∆− = d−pm , with m ≥ 2. For example with m = 2, we get the
universal contribution
Vuniversal = d− p
8(d− 1)
Ld−p+1AdS (µL)
d−p
GN
λ2 log µ δ (3.25)
• Volume for subregions
Consider a strip entangling surface (codim-2) of length l and width L. We will com-
pute the universal log term for codim-1 volume contained inside the Ryu-Takayanagi
surface. The latter was conjectured in [51] and [15, 52] to be related to holographic
subregion complexity. Given the metric
ds2 =
L2AdS
z2
(dz2 + f(z)dx2i ) (3.26)
The volume inside the RT surface can be computed as [52],
V = 2
LdAdS
GN
Ld−2
∫ z∗
δ
dz
f
d−1
2
zd
∫ z∗
z
√
1
f(Z)√
fd−1(Z) z2d−2∗
fd−1(z∗)Z2d−2
− 1
dZ (3.27)
Choosing ∆− = d−12 , gives:
Vuniversal =
1
4
LdAdSl L
d−2µd−1
GN
λ2 log(µ δ) (3.28)
Another example is to consider the volume inside the RT surface corresponding to a
sphere entangling surface of radius R. For ∆− = d−12 the result is:
Vuniversal = Ωd−2
LdAdSR
d−1µd−1
2GN
λ2 log(µ δ) (3.29)
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where Ωd−2 is the area of a unit d− 2 sphere.
More generally, we can write down the form of universal logarithmic contributions
(see also [15, 37]):
Vuniversal = log(µδ)
[∑
i,n
ci(d, n)
∫
Σ
dd−1x
√
|g|µd−1−2n [R,K]i2n +
∑
i,n
c˜i(d, n)
∫
∂Σ
dd−2x
√
|h˜|µd−2−n [R, K˜]in
]
(3.30)
Here [R,K]in are curvature invariants (both intrinsic and extrinsic) of dimension n,
and K˜ denotes extrinsic curvatures of the entangling surface ∂Σ.
It would be interesting to compute relevant deformations for the holographic com-
plexity given by the WDW action. In this case there will be contributions from both
the scalar and gravitational bulk actions, and also from the corner terms.
Codim-p ”planes”: time-dependence
As a final example we consider codim-p ”planes” in an eternal black hole geometry dual to
the boundary thermo-field double state, Fig. 1-right. The metric of the black hole is:
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + f−1(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 (3.31)
where
f(r) =
r2
L2
+ k − ω
d−2
rd−2
(3.32)
When one considers time evolving upwards on each CFT, this can be viewed as a system
undergoing thermalization, [53, 54]. The volumes v of the extremal codim-p bulk surfaces
then depend on time, and we plot dv/dt as a function of time in Fig. 4. The different
curves correspond to different values of p.
4 Discussion
Motivated by holographic complexity and probes of black hole interiors, we would like in
this discussion to make a number of speculations.
• In [15] we studied the holographic subregion complexity corresponding to a bound-
ary subregion A. This is given by the bulk action on the region W˜ given by the
intersection of the entanglement wedge and the WDW patch, see Fig. 5. The null
boundary of the bulk region in Fig. 5 contains a future and a past rim (the blue
curve (C+∩S+) and red curve (C−∩S−) in Fig. 5-Left.) which are codimension-two
surfaces. This rim sits on the null boundary of the entanglement wedge. One may
speculate that the area of this rim has a nice boundary QFT interpretation. For a
– 11 –
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Figure 4. Showing the time dependence of codim-p volumes in a thermofield double state corre-
sponding to an AdS9 eternal black hole. dv/dt is the rate of change of volume. The different curves
are: p = 1 (Red), p = 2 (Black), p = 3 (Green), p = 4 (Blue) Left: k = 1, corresponding to a
spherical topology. Right: k = 0, corresponding to a planar topology.
sphere and a CFT, it was shown [15] that the area of this rim is equal to that of
the Ryu-Takayanagi surface, and hence it is equal to the entanglement entropy in
this case. In more generic cases the area of this surface will differ from the EE. In
contrast to the HRT surface, this rim does not lie inside the causal shadow (see [55]),
and it’s area can be affected by signals in1 D[A]. Thus it’s boundary dual cannot be
something like a Renyi entropy.
• In [55] the codimension-zero causal shadow region was defined as the set of points in
the bulk which are space-like related to both D[A] and D[Ac]. We want to consider
the volume of the causal shadow region (alternatively we can consider the action on
this region). The causal shadow is generally a tube-like region, which approaches the
AdS boundary, and is attached to the boundary at the location of the HRT surface
(see e.g. fig 3 of [55]). The HRT surface lies inside the causal shadow. Interestingly,
for a black hole bulk geometry the causal shadow region probes the black hole interior,
it goes through the wormhole. This behavior is markedly different from that of the
holographic subregion complexity in Fig. 5, which doesn’t enter the horizon at late
times (e.g for an eternal black hole).
As an example, consider an eternal double sided black hole, and a subregion A con-
sisting of a part on the left boundary and a part on the right boundary. The corre-
sponding causal shadow probes the black hole interior at arbitrary boundary times,
even after the HRT surface will no longer enter the black hole horizon. This is il-
lustrated schematically in Fig. 6. It can also be seen that the bifurcation surface
(the meeting point of the future and past horizons ) is always contained inside the
causal shadow2. In [56] it was shown that the causal wedge of a subregion can have
non-trivial topology (holes) in a black hole geometry. In this case the causal shadow
can have disconnected regions. For the eternal BH there will thus be a bulk region
which goes through the wormhole but is disconnected from the two boundaries.
1D[A] is the boundary domain of dependence of the entangling region A.
2This is because there is no time-like curve which starts from the boundary and reaches the bifurcation
surface.
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• One can consider the area of the (future and past) rim of the causal shadow region.
This rim is a codimension-two surface (see fig 3 of [55]). By definition, this rim sits
in (on the boundary of) the causal shadow and hence it is not affected by signals
arising from D[A] ∪D[Ac], [55].
Figure 5. For a sphere entangling region B, the bulk region W˜ is the intersection of the entangle-
ment wedge WE [B] and the WDW patch WWDW [Σ]. the subregion complexity is conjectured to
be given by the action on this region. (a) Showing the null corners appearing in the boundary of
W˜. (b) Showing a cross-section of W˜ at r = 0.
Figure 6. A crude illustration (cartoon) of the codimension-zero causal shadow region for an
eternal black hole and a subregion consisting of a part on each boundary. The green surface is the
codim-2 HRT surface. The HRT surface is contained inside the causal shadow, which is the inside
of the red region in the left plot. The right plot shows the same regions on a Penrose diagram. At
late boundary time, the causal shadow goes through the wormhole, even though the HRT surface
does not. Depending on the size of the subregion A, the causal shadow region can be disconnected
[56]. Nevertheless, the causal shadow will still have a chunk of space-time inside the black hole
horizon.
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• The (maximal) quantum complexity of a quantum system is related to the number
of parameters required to specify the state. For example, the wave function of an n
qubit system is:
|ψ〉 =
2n∑
j=1
aj |j〉 (4.1)
The maximal complexity is (roughly) 2n, and it takes 2n complex parameters to
specify the state. One can say that the quantum complexity is sensitive to all of
these 2n parameters. On the other hand, more course grained quantities such as
the entanglement entropy are obviously not sensitive to all the parameters of the
quantum state. For a system with a density matrix ρ, the Renyi entropies probe
only the spectrum (i.e the eigenvalues) of ρ. Thus the Renyi entropies are in a
sense sensitive only to the basis independent information of a density matrix3. The
quantum complexity is a basis dependent quantity by definition, since one has to
specify an initial reference state and a gate set.
Motivated by the above discussion and by complexity, we want to find functions of
the density ρ which are sensitive also to the choice of basis. A simple such quantity
is:
S˜(ρ) ≡ Tr(ρρ∗) (4.4)
where ρ∗ is the complex conjugate of the density matrix. Note that ρ∗ = ρT , since the
density matrix is Hermitian. S˜(ρ) is a basis dependent quantity because the complex
conjugation is basis dependent. In a QFT, a natural basis is the position basis. In
the simple example of a 2× 2 density matrix of Eq. 4.2, we have:
S˜(ρ) = Tr(ρρ∗) = a2 + (1− a)2 + b2 + b∗2 (4.5)
and we see that S˜(ρ) depends on the phase of b.
One can of course construct ”Renyi” generalizations of this quantity such as S˜n(ρ) ≡
Tr((ρρ∗)n). One can also consider subsystems ρA, giving S˜(ρA) = Tr(ρAρ∗A). Or
computing the von-Neuman entropy S(σA) of σA ≡ TrA¯(ρρ∗), where we trace out
the complement region A¯. As an example, one can start with the case in which ρ is
the TFD state. Then one can compute σA as defined above, by tracing out the left
3The simplest example is a 2× 2 density matrix:
ρ =
[
a b
b∗ 1− a
]
(4.2)
The eigenvalues of ρ are:
λ1,2 =
1
2
[
1±
√
1− 4(a(1− a)− bb∗)
]
(4.3)
The eigenvalues (and Renyi entropies) depend only on the combination bb∗, and thus are insensitive to the
phase in b.
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system. Then σA will depend on the complex phases of the original TFD state. This
is in contrast to ρA which is thermal and does not depend on these complex phases.
It might be interesting to compute the quantity S˜(ρ) = Tr(ρρ∗)n in a QFT using the
usual replica method: writing ρ as a path integral and gluing it’s boundary conditions
to that of ρT = ρ∗. The transpose operation in ρT means that prior to the gluing,
one needs to flip the boundary conditions above and below the cut.
A Holographic Subregion Complexity for a Sphere in Global AdS
In [15] we studied the holographic subregion complexity corresponding to a boundary
subregion A. This is given by the bulk action on the region W˜ given by the intersection
of the entanglement wedge and the WDW patch, see Fig. 5. In particular, we focused on
the example of a sphere entangling surface in Poincare AdS. In a similar manner we can
compute the subregion complexity for a sphere entangling surface in global AdS geometry,
with the bulk metric:
ds2 = −(1 + r2)dt2 + dr
2
1 + r2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdΩ2d−2) (A.1)
where we set the AdS radius to one. We now follow the notation of section 3.2.2 of [57].
For a sphere entangling surface sitting at an angle θ = θ0, the Ryu-Takayanagi surface is:
r2(θ) =
cos2 θ0
sin2 θ0 cos2 θ − cos2 θ0 sin2 θ
(A.2)
The null surface of the WDW patch is found from the equation ds2 = 0, which gives:
dt2 = − dr
2
(1 + r2)2
→ rWDW (t) = cot(t) (A.3)
where used that at t = 0 we have r → ∞. The null surface of the entanglement wedge is
given by [57]:
r2EW (t, j) =
cot2(θ0 − t) + j2
1− j2 , θEW (t, j) =
pi
2
− tan−1
(cot(θ0 − t)
j
)
(A.4)
We can extract j:
j2 =
r2 − cot2(θ0 − t)
r2 + 1
(A.5)
and write r(θ, t) and θ(r, t):
θEW (r, t) =
pi
2
− tan−1
(√r2 + 1 cot(θ0 − t)√
r2 − cot2(θ0 − t)
)
, rEW (θ, t) =
cot2(θ0 − t)
cos2 θ − sin2 θ cot2(θ0 − t)
(A.6)
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We can then write the bulk term of the action on W˜:
Ibulk =
(
R− d(d− 1)
L2
)
Ωd−22
∫
dt
∫ rWDW (t)
dr
∫ θEW (r,t)
dθ
√
g(r, θ) =
2Ωd−2
∫
dt
∫ rWDW (t)
drrd−1
∫ θEW (r,t)
dθ sind−2 θ (A.7)
One can then expand close to the boundary to get the divergence structure. Similarly, one
can compute the the contribution of the corner terms to the action.
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